
9/2/2009 CERES Data Management Team Meeting 
 
Upcoming Events:  
Science Team Meeting – November 4 – 6 in Ft. Collins, CO 
 
Notes from the previous meeting  
(Held 8/19/2009 at 10:00 a.m. in Room 2316 at the ASDC) 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
For SA support, 
1. If you are sure that you have an ODIN issue, send a help ticket to 

SDdesktop@asdsun.larc.nasa.gov. 
2. If you have a non-ODIN issue OR are unsure that it is an ODIN issue, send a help ticket to 

help@asdsun.larc.nasa.gov. 
3. If you don't hear back from help@asdsun.larc.nasa.gov within 1-2 days, send email to 

Caroline Rasmussen and include the original help ticket. 
4. If you have an ODIN password issue, call x47777. 
 
Please use the DMT alias (ceres-dmt@lists.nasa.gov) for emails that pertain to the entire DMT.  

There is also a DMTM alias (ceres-dmtm@lists.nasa.gov) that includes those who attend the 
DMTM. 

 
Please note if activity is for Edition2 or Edition3 in status reports. 
 
Raise visibility of new files as soon as possible so changes can be made to ANGe.  A few weeks 

notice would be nice; put it in your DMTM status report. 
 
ASDC and SCF 
SIT: 
Instrument SCCR 710 waiting for promotion. 
Close to promoting Instrument SCCR 703. 
Working on GGEO SCCR 653. 
 
Production: 
No updates. 
 
User Services: 
Ed Kizer will be updating the Data Products Web page. 
 
ASDC would like more specific information WRT problems with the ordering tool.  Sue would 

like to have an “expert” ordering tool.  Norman has requested the ASDC do a user survey.  
There will be a meeting on all of this on September 8. 
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SCF: 
Outage was successful, back to normal operations.  Accomplished everything they wanted to; 

can now install more hardware on ami. 
 
warlock is up but still has problems.  It’s down eight processors.  
 
Problem displaying Clouds files from xsan; temporary fix was to put files on lposun; Caroline 

will check into this. 
 
No deadline for getting off of “Please Migrate” but we need to be getting off soon. 
   
The developers need a way to tell what their quota is and how much disk space is left – Caroline 

will look into this. 
 
Liz is having trouble sftp’ing from Macs to magneto and ami.  Right now she’s moving files to 

warlock first and then to magneto.  Cathy’s having the same problem.  Caroline suggests a 
help ticket and says they can “unlock” sftp so you can go both ways. 

   
From the previous report:  Sunny can’t log on to nagacity; sent emails but got no reply; can’t 

compile on other Macs; Scott thinks she just needs to run “ranlib”.  Today’s update:  
Running “ranlib” solved the problem. 

 
From the previous report:  Might start running multiple jobs through SGE with the P6 deliveries.   

Today’s update:  Tonya said that they are looking to work on that in the future – it’s been 
turned over to the SEC. 

 
PRs 
No report. 
   
CM 
Discussed Synoptic SARB SCCR 721. 
 
Discussed updates to the Delivery Schedule. 
 
SEC 
Going to document policies for delivering to ami including SSI&T directory structure in an 

MOU.  Expect draft by the end of the month. 
 
The minutes from yesterday’s meeting will be posted today. 
 
Toolkit 
Meeting scheduled for tomorrow (8/20) to decide whether or not to move to Toolkit 5.2.16. 
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SUBSYSTEM STATUS: 
 
Instrument 
Waiting for C version of metadata routines in CERESlib. 
  
ERBE-like 
Working on Edition3 
 
Scott, Tom, and Jeremie are helping Dale with the ERBE-like delivery. 
 
Clouds 
Working on the Beta2-Edition3 delivery and ValR14 evaluation. 
 
Convolution 
Working on the Beta2-Edition3 delivery. 
 
Inversion 
Testing algorithms and updating documentation. 
 
Lost a week’s worth of work when the SA’s accidently wiped out account. 
   
SARB 
Working on HDF5. 
 
Testing with Tookit 5.2.16. 
   
TISA Averaging 
Working on SRBAVG-like for Norman. 
 
Subsystems 7.1 and 8 tested successfully with Toolkit 5.2.16.  Planning to test Subsystem 10 

today. 
   
CERESlib 
Will know if Toolkit 5.2.16 version of CERESlib will be delivered after tomorrow’s Toolkit 

meeting. 
   
Special Development 
Lee will provide John the URLs for the ANGe report website and the checklist website. 
  
Meeting ended at 11:07 a.m. 


